You are invited to join thousands of freedom lovers from across the country! On November 10, 2007, Philadelphia is going to be rocked by one of the largest grassroots-motivated rallies for a presidential candidate EVER! Republican presidential candidate Ron Paul will be coming to the cradle of Liberty to share his message of freedom and how it applies to foreign policy.

**Ron Paul**

**Independence Mall**

**November 10, 2007**

**1 - 3 PM**

This free event takes place at Independence Mall on Veterans Day weekend!

Ron Paul has:
- Never voted to raise taxes.
- Never voted for an unbalanced budget.
- Never voted to raise his own congressional pay.
- Never taken a government-paid junket.
- Never voted to increase the power of the executive branch.
- Voted against regulating the internet.
- Not participated in the lucrative congressional pension program.
- Repeatedly been named the “Taxpayers’ Best Friend” in Congress.

A Ron Paul Presidency Will:
- Bring our troops home.
- End the IRS.
- Stop the central bankers’ “inflation tax.”
- Stop unconstitutional spending leading us to bankruptcy.
- Oppose trade deals and groups that threaten American Independence (UN, GATT, NAFTA, NAU, WTO).
- Protect our constitutional rights and end the “Patriot” Act.
- Secure our borders and end illegal immigration.
- Protect our privacy and stop the national ID card.
- End “birthright” citizenship for illegal immigrants.

---

Ron Paul Revolution